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Subject of the talk

Red: impurity          blue: host particles

Gas of quantum particles confined to one spatial dimension 

Part 1. Impurity subjected to a constant force: Bloch oscillations

Part 2. Impurity injected with a finite velocity: Quantum flutter

Part 3. Velocity attenuation by impurity injection protocols



Stefan Palzer, Christoph Zipkes, Carlo Sias, and Michael Köhl, PRL 103, 150601 (2009)
Quantum Transport through a Tonks-Girardeau Gas

Impurity falls through a 1D quantum gas: Rb experiment 



Levitating ultracold
gas is in trap center

Laser beams
(see next slide)

Ultracold gas levitating in a trap is created



Gas density profile

Impurity
density
profile

Mobile impurity in levitating gas is created



Red: impurity blue: host particles

Red: wavepacket widths;
blue: centre-of-mass position

dashed line: free falling particle

Looks like particle falling with effective
mass,

Final velocity is more than
2 x sound velocity

PRL 103, 150601 (2009)

Rb experiment: impurity accelerates but slower than free fall 



Florian Meinert, Michael Knap, Emil Kirilov, Katharina Jag-Lauber, Mikhail B. Zvonarev, 
Eugene Demler, Hanns-Christoph Nägerl, Science 356, 945 (2017)

Bloch oscillations in the absence of a lattice

Impurity falls through a 1D quantum gas: Cs experiment 



Cs experiment: impurity momentum distribution is Bragg-
reflected at the edge of the emergent Brillouin zone

Vertical axis: time, runs upwards

Horizontal axis: momentum Fermi momentum

Fermi time



Extracting oscillation frequency from Cs experiment

Solid line: Bloch oscillation frequency for an impurity
on a lattice formed by the pinned gas particles

! Found no deviations from single-particle BO

Integrated momentum distribution gives average impurity momentum

Green lines: numerical simulations for a single 1D system



What is the origin of the observed oscillations?

Numerically, we observe that
BO frequency goes up slower
than linearly with increasing force,
for large enough forces 

However! Even linear dependence of the frequency on the applied force is puzzling:

Ann. Phys. 327, 639 (2012)

Theoretical explanatios of such
a dependency are still debated 

Compare 
PRE 90, 032132 (2014)

Why we do not see Bloch oscillations in 3D gases? What is so special about 1D?

Quantum particle in a periodic lattice potential
experiences Bloch oscillations with the period 

Lattice spacing 



  

How spatial dimentions affect two-particle scattering

Scattering in Scattering in

Energy 
conservation:

 equation

Momentum conservation:  equations

variables to identify: and

Kinematics determines out-states uniquely in one dimension

?



From 2 to many particles: 1D non-interacting Fermi gas

Single-particle
dispersion:

Single particle-hole
pair spectrum:

Fermi momentum

Density

Particle branch

Hole branchhole

particle

Single particle-hole pair: some excitations are kinematically forbidden



1D non-interacting Fermi gas: multiple particle-hole pairs

Excitation spectrum for arbitrary number 
of particle-hole pairs:

Finite system:

Infinite system: zero-energy excitations 
at these momenta

Multiple particle-hole pairs: some excitations are kinematically forbidden

Definition of threshold energy:

enumerates all states with momentum

States with momentum and energy smaller than  are kinematically forbidden 



1D interacting Fermi and Bose gases

Excitation spectrum still looks like

changes its shape (how – depends on interaction)A) Threshold energy 

B) vanishes at independent of interaction

In free Fermi (Bose) gas + interaction = Fermi (Bose) liquid

This requires some perturbation theory, that is, a smooth connection
between non-interacting and interacting theories. 

What about 1D? How should we interprete the properties A) and B)?



Example of 1D interacting Bose gas: Lieb-Liniger model

Bosons interact through a delta-function 
potential

Dimensionless interaction constant

Plot of the threshold energy for

(top to bottom)

- Tonks gas. Excitation spectrum is  the same as of the free Fermi gas

At small momenta and energy 
excitations are sound waves

- free Bose gas

Bose and Fermi gases indeed look alike

Phys. Rev. 130, 1605 (1963);
Phys. Rev. 130 1616 (1963)



Impurity-background interaction Interaction between
background particles:

Fermi time:

C. N. Yang, PRL 19, 1312 (1967); 
M. Gaudin, Phys. Lett. A 24, 55 (1967) 

without impurity

with impurity

Bethe Ansatz solvable
Yang - Gaudin model:

and

(bosons)

Excitation spectrum of 1D Bose/Fermi gas + 1 impurity



Quantum flutter



  

Impurity injected in free Fermi gas: definitions

Initial state with momentum q:

Fermi sea = ground state of N 
non-interacting fermions

Time evolurion of the initial state:

Object of interest: impurity momentum as a function of time:

is a compact notation

Impurity momentum operator:

q



Impurity injected in free Fermi gas: results

1. The impurity does not come to a complete stop

2. The impurity undergoes oscillations (flutter)

Impurity-gas interaction strength

Nat. Phys. 8, 881 (2012)

Initial impurity momentum



How dynamics depends on the initial impurity momentum?

1. Oscillations are visible for large enough initial momentum

2. Final momentum depends on the initial momentum

This result is obtained by a numerical summation of the truncated form-factors
expansion obtained from the Bethe Ansatz for the finite-size system with 80 particles.
(Explained on later slides)

Numerics took about 300 000 CPU hours.

Nat. Phys. 8, 881 (2012)



What is the end velocity of the impurity?

Dependence of final impurity momentum
on the initial one is non-monotonous

For vanishing impurity-gas interactionSolid lines:

For arbitrary interaction and large

This result is obtained by exact analytic summation of the form-factors expansion
obtained from the Bethe Ansatz for the finite-size system. The thermodynamic limit
is taken afterwards. (Explained on later slides)

Unpublished, but could be seen from New J. Phys. 18 (2016) 045005

(minimal calculations, just to understand which formulas have to be modified)

Thus, that the impurity never come to a complete stop is now a proven fact.



Flutter for the impurity in the interacting Bose gas (t-DMRG)

Impurity-background interaction

Interaction between 
background particles:

Fermi time:

PRL 112, 015302 (2014)



Why the impurity does not come to a complete stop?

Group velocity of excitations in the ground state 

with momentum    is

Impurity velocity in this ground state is

One has using Hellmann-Feynman theorem

Therefore, if impurity momentum in a ground state is non-zero, it is quite natural to 
expect that starting from a generic non-equilibrium state (like we considered here),
one gets non-zero impurity momentum at infinite time.

Note! A scenario assuming subsequent collisions of the impurity with gas particles
does not explain non-vanishing impurity momentum

q



Our conjecture:
Flutter frequency =  
magnon-plasmon 
energy difference at 
Fermi momentum

Gas excitations =
plasmons

Gas + impurity 
excitations =
magnons

Conjecture explaining flutter frequency

Why plausible?
1. Van Hove singularity
2. Group velocities =0
3. Vanishes for

PRL 112, 015302 (2014)



What is form-factors summation?

Eigenstates of the system with a given total momentum

Exact summation means taking double sum over all (infinitely many) excited states.

Partial summation: using Bethe Ansatz identify excitation with few quasi-particles
and quasi-holes.

Note!!! Exciting few quasi-particles and quasi-holes means exciting infinitely many (of 
the order of the system size) particles and holes. This way Bethe Ansatz basis already 
does some resummations for you.

Nat. Phys. 8, 881 (2012)Here: tried 1 000 000 excited states, selected 30 000 with the largest

Then summed 30 000 x 30 000 terms.



Exact representation for the end velocity of the impurity

Dimensionless interaction constant

Dependence on the initial velocity of the impurity is only here

Kernels:

Fredholm determinants of the operators with the kernels defined on



Dependence on injection protocols



What if we do adiabatic injection? 

This means we want impurity-gas interaction to increase very slow

We can prove that there is a particular eigenstate satisfying

Therefore

And Hellmann – Feynman theorem implies

group velocity at the
minimal energy 



Microscopic vs thermodynamic adiabaticity 

Thermodynamic adiabaticity just requires that the rate of change of the interaction 
is smaller than the extensive energy scale, determined by the Fermi energy

We assume that this rate of change is fast enough to be viewed as an instant 
quench increasing coupling by a small amount, and slow enough to let the system 
equilibrate after each increase

Stationary state density matrix for the quench from zero to infinitesimal coupling

Momentum distribution of the impurity in the stationary state for infinitesimal coupling

Momentum distribution of the impurity in the stationary state at a given finite coupling, 
and thermodynamically adiabatic ramp-up.



Instant and adiabatic injections are compared 



  

Conclusions

Quantum impurity dragged through or launched into a quantum medium 
exhibit oscillations in the momentum space

These oscillations probably have different physical origins

They decay with time. The impurity propagates with a constant velocity at 
infitinite time. This velocity is non-zero, though we discussed a special case 
when it vanishes

Yet there are a lot of hand-waving statements (temperature effects, analytic 
results for oscillation frequency and momentum distribution are yet to be 
obtained)



  

Some extra materials



From kinematics to dynamics: spectral functions

Consider an excitation which is allowed kinematically. To characterize probabilities of 
various transitions to this excited state one have to spectral functions. An example of 
such a function is the dynamic structure factor:

It characterizes the transition from the ground state to the state(s) with momentum
and energy

Sum rule gives center of mass energy

Free Fermi gas



Dynamic structure factor: threshold behavior

free Fermi gas Interacting system

Threshold is present
Or

Zoom in

Universal behavior: power law singularity

Momentum is arbitrary

Conjecture: near the threshold

Rev. Mod. Phys. 84, 1253 (2012)



Example of the threshold behavior: the Lieb-Liniger model

PRA 74, 031605 (2006)



 Threshold in the Lieb-Liniger model: theory vs. experiment
PRA 74, 031605 (2006)Theory (analytic + numerics) Experiment

PRL 115, 085301 (2015)

Finding numerical values of the exponents requires further work



  

When the dynamics can be solved exactly?

What if scattering in many-body system only relabel incoming momenta of 
individual particles? 

Possible outcom of scattering: 

Quantum mechanics: 

Wave function of the free Fermi gas: 

Wave function of the Tonks gas:

= bosons with infinite short-range repulsion

Quantization of momenta (example for the Tonks gas, periodic boundary conditions)



  

Lieb-Liniger gas: example of exactly solvable model

Wave function of the Lieb-Liniger gas:

Quantization of momenta is given by the solutions of the Bethe equations

Still, like in free models, observable energy and momenta are given by

One uses „quasimomenta“ instead of momenta in order to stress that each particle
in the gas does not have well-defined momenta.



  

Integrability

Integrability means that the system has „enough“ (that implies „a lot“) of integrals
of motion

Ehample: lattice fermions

Lieb-Liniger gas, 1D Heisenberg magnet,... also have enough integrals of motion

It is common to say that in integrable systems collisions do not lead to redistribution
of quasi-momenta, and this impedes thermalization

Non-integrable Integrable



Red: impurity; blue: host particles

Red: wavepacket widths;
blue: centre-of-mass position

dashed line: free falling particle

Looks like particle falling with effective
mass,

Final velocity is more than
2 x sound velocity

Stefan Palzer, Christoph Zipkes, Carlo Sias, and Michael Köhl, PRL 103, 150601 (2009)
Quantum Transport through a Tonks-Girardeau Gas

Impurity falls through a 1D quantum gas: Rb experiment 
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